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It hits each of us at a different mile marker, the moment when mental converges 
with physical. For many, running is something we force ourselves to do. For others it’s a 
force that makes us who we are. It exhausts our muscles and revitalizes our thoughts. 
A sound mind in a sound body.



Truly the most advanced running shoe ASICS® has ever made.  
On the heels of its predecessor, this design melds with revolutionary 
anatomical science to enhance the natural motion of your foot.

Shown in Men’s  
White/Red/Black              

$180.00

Congratulate the GEL-Nimbus® on 10 years running. This shoe was a 
decade in the making and has achieved its grand status by virtue of its 
many virtues: unparalleled cushioning and comfort with cutting-edge 
design. It’s lasted this long by coming so far. Available in widths. 

Shown in Men’s  
White/Brilliant Blue/Black

$120.00
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The 2000 series just keeps getting better with this exceptional mix of durability and comfort. 
Outside it has the look of speed. Inside it has gender-specific support elements that conform 
to the changing arches of women’s feet. Available in widths.

Shown in Women’s  
Storm/Lightning/Hot Pink

$95.00 
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Shown in Women’s  
Lightning/Plum/Lilac

$135.00

Support with a soft side. Cushioning that’s structured. This shoe walks the fine 
line between speed and stability with styling cues that make it a leader on and 
off the pavement. Available in widths.
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THERMOPOLIS® XLT HALF ZIP

Added warmth for cooler weather yet sun protection for prolonged 
exposure. The antimicrobial fabric thwarts bacteria. The comfortable 
fit keeps it on the favorites list. 

$60.00

PLY CLUB SHORT

Our longest short at a 9" inseam. Two side pockets 
for utility. Includes our patented Hydrology® fabric 
technology to keep you dry and comfortable. 

$36.00 

ARD™ JACKET

ARD™ PANT

Water and wind resistant pant with unique reflective 
heat transfer to keep you cool as well as visible. 
Lock-down zippers at the ankle make for easy on 
and off, yet won’t undo your workout.  

$95.00

Resists water, wind and your temptation to stay put 
This jacket has front and back mesh vents to let your 
body exhale even when the weather is howling. 

$130.00

.



THERMOPOLIS® XLT PANT

It’s a lightweight run pant that’s soft and comfortable. Plus, 
with moisture transfer, it performs well, especially when 
the temperature turns and you don’t want to turn around.

$60.00

JAIDE™ HOODY

Moisture needn’t adhere to you when you’re under 
pressure. This core shirt wicks it away with style 
and our exclusive Hydrology® technology.

$25.00

CORE RUN SHIRT Superior 50+ UPF keeps sunrays at bay. Antimicrobial 
materials keep it fresher between washings. A stylish 
hood with ponytail outlet provides protection for your 
head and neck with added comfort.

$60.00

This popular short features moisture transferring knit 
and is designed for any kind of workout. 

$32.00

ACCENT™ KNIT SHORT



ARD™ SHORT

Light and supportive, with underarm and back mesh 
ventilation and built-in support bra. Plus a rear-zip 
pocket to keep your things secure.

$48.00

ARD™ SHIMMEL

Chafe-reducing seamless liner with 3" inseam for 
better running comfort. Plus a side-zip pocket to keep 
your valuables yours.

$42.00

VELOSTRETCH™ SHORT SLEEVE

CORE MICROFIBER SHORT

Mesh that breathes and colors that affirm your fashion sense. 
Our exclusive Hydrology® technology allows this lightweight, 
active top to wick moisture while staying stylish. 

$36.00

Lightweight poly microfiber shell and crepe liner provide 
breathable comfort. The timeless design provides the ideal 
short for running and working out.

$25.00



Sometimes transformative experiences occur in the recesses of the mind, the heart 
and the lungs. We have everything you could possibly need for the journey. To see our 
complete line and available colors, or to find a dealer near you, visit asics.com.


